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ABSTRACT
OPTIMIZATION OF THE GAIN-BANDWIDTH
PRODUCT OF CAPACITIVE MICROMACHINED
ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS
Selim Olc¸um
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Abdullah Atalar
January, 2005
Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUT) have large bandwidths,
but they typically have low conversion efficiencies. This thesis defines a performance
measure in the form of a gain-bandwidth product, and investigates the conditions in
which this performance measure is maximized. A Mason model corrected with finite
element simulations is utilized for the purpose of optimizing parameters. There
are different performance measures for transducers operating in transmit, receive
or pulse-echo modes. Basic parameters of the transducer are optimized for those
operating modes. Optimized values for a cMUT with silicon nitride membrane and
immersed in water are given. The effect of including an electrical matching network
is considered. In particular, the effect of a shunt inductor in the gain-bandwidth
product is investigated. Design tools are introduced, which are used to determine
optimal dimensions of cMUTs with the specified frequency or gain response.
Keywords: Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers (cMUT), Transducer
Gain, Bandwidth.
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O¨ZET
KAPASI˙TI˙F MI˙KRO-I˙S¸LENMI˙S¸ ULTRASONI˙K
C¸EVI˙RGEC¸LERI˙N KAZANC¸-BAND GENI˙S¸LI˙G˘I˙
C¸ARPIMLARININ OPTI˙MI˙ZASYONU
Selim Olc¸um
Elektrik Elektronik Mu¨hendislig˘i, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Prof Dr. Abdullah Atalar
Ocak, 2005
Kapasitif Mikrois¸lenmis¸ Ultrasonik C¸eviriciler (kMUC¸) genis¸ bantlı u¨retilebilmelerine
rag˘men, du¨s¸u¨k c¸evrim verimlilig˘ine sahiplerdir. Bu c¸alıs¸mada, kMUC¸ cihazları ic¸in
yeni bir bas¸arım o¨lc¸u¨su¨, kazanc¸-bant genis¸lig˘i c¸arpımı olarak tanımlanmıs¸tır. Bu
bas¸arım o¨lc¸u¨su¨nu¨ en yu¨ksek deg˘ere c¸ıkarmak ic¸in gereken o¨lc¸u¨tler aras¸tırılmıs¸tır.
U¨retim parametrelerini eniyiles¸tirmek amacıyla Mason’ın es¸deg˘er devre modeli
kullanılmıs¸ ve bu modelden elde edilen sonuc¸lar sonlu eleman metodu kul-
lanılarak du¨zeltilmis¸tir. kMUC¸ cihazları, iletici, almac¸ ve darbe-yankı modlarında
c¸alıs¸tırılırken, farklı bas¸arım o¨lc¸u¨tleri tanımlanmalıdır. kMUC¸ cihazlarının temel
parametreleri bu u¨c¸ c¸alıs¸ma modu ic¸in eniyiles¸tirilmis¸tir. Bu c¸alıs¸mada, su ic¸erisinde
c¸alıs¸an, silikon nitrat bir zara sahip kMUC¸ cihazları ic¸in en iyi u¨retim deg˘erleri
saptanmıs¸tır. Elektriksel bir es¸les¸tirme devresinin etkileri incelenmis¸tir. O¨zellikle
bir paralel endu¨ktansın kazanc¸-bant genis¸lig˘i c¸arpımına olan etkisi incelenmis¸tir.
I˙stenilen o¨zelliklere sahip bir kMUC¸ cihazı u¨retebilmek ic¸in gereken tasarım gerec¸leri
sunulmus¸tur.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler: Kapasitif Mikro-is¸lenmis¸ Ultrasonik C¸evirici (kMUC¸), c¸evirici
kazancı, bant genis¸lig˘i.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) [1–3] have the poten-
tial of replacing piezoelectric transducers in many areas. The applications include
air-coupled nondestructive testing [4,5], medical imaging [6,7], 3D immersion imag-
ing with 2D transducer arrays [8], flow meters, level meters, position and distance
measurements and microphones. Recently, analytical and computational models for
the cMUTs have been developed [9–12]. Drawbacks of the cMUTs are studied and
eliminated for optimum performance for a variety of applications. Increasing the
dynamic range, decreasing parasitic capacitances and cross-coupling [13] have been
the major goals. The methods to overcome the problems include new ways of elec-
trode patterning [14, 15], changing the material used for membrane, optimizing the
geometry for the best operation [16].
There are several processes utilized in the fabrication of the cMUTs [10,17–23].
In this study, the transducers are assumed to be fabricated with the process in [17].
The process utilizes polysilicon as a sacrificial layer. The ground electrode insulator,
stand region and the membrane are all fabricated from silicon nitride by LPCVD. All
of the analyses in this study assume that the transducers are fabricated in circular
shape, since both the analytical model and FEM simulations are easily computed.
It is shown that a large bandwidth is possible with an untuned cMUT immersed
in water [10,14]. For such a cMUT the operation frequency range may extend from
1
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very low frequencies to the antiresonance of the membrane [24]. However, those
cMUTs have small conversion efficiencies and are not as sensitive as piezoelectric
transducers. An electrical tuning network can be added to increase the gain. In
this work, we explore the limits of a cMUT operating in different regimes using
the Mason model corrected with finite element method (FEM) simulations. We try
to maximize the bandwidth of a cMUT while keeping the output pressure or the
conversion efficiency at a reasonable value. For this purpose, we define performance
measures in the form of a pressure-bandwidth product or a gain-bandwidth product.
We try to maximize this figure of merit by optimizing various geometrical parameters
of the cMUT.
We have two main objectives. The first one is to develop fast and accurate results
by modelling the transducers with an electrical circuit. Mason’s lumped equivalent
circuit model, which is discussed in the following chapter, is used for simulating the
operation of a cMUT. The analytical modelling of cMUTs are based on the previous
studies [3,10,12,14,17,25,26]. The parameters calculated by the analytical results are
modified with FEM simulations which are based on the methods developed in [14].
The second objective is to characterize and optimize cMUTs for different operating
regimes and for different design parameters. The tools for designing a cMUT with
specified frequency response are introduced.
Chapter 2
Electrical Modelling of cMUTs
Usually the analysis of a cMUT is based on the lumped equivalent circuit ap-
proach [27]. In the previous studies about cMUTs, Mason’s equivalent circuit in
Fig. 2.1 is utilized [2, 10, 11, 14, 24, 26, 28]. In Fig. 2.1, C0 is the shunt input capac-
itance, nc is the transformer ratio, Zm is the lumped mechanical impedance of the
membrane, S is the area of the membrane and Za is the acoustical impedance of the
medium.
The Mason’s model consists of a mechanical port and an electrical port. The
shunt input capacitance, C0 in the electrical port is basically the capacitance between
the top electrode and the ground electrode of the transducer. In the circuit model
the electrical termination resistance, RS is also taken into account.
The turns ratio (transformer ratio) of the transducer is the measure of how the
acoustical signal at the mechanical port is transformed to the electrical signal or visa
versa. The lumped mechanical impedance of the membrane, Zm is approximated
by the ratio of the applied uniform pressure on the membrane to the velocity of
the membrane. Since the average velocity of the membrane is a function of the
excitation frequency, Zm is a function of frequency.
For a transmitter cMUT, the mechanical side of the circuit is terminated by the
acoustical impedance of the medium. Acoustical impedance of a medium is defined
3
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as the multiplication of the density of the medium with the velocity of the sound
travels in the medium. In the case of water immersed applications, the acoustical
impedance of water, Za is 1.5.10
6 kg/m2s.
In the previous studies, the mechanical impedance of the membrane is neglected
with respect to the acoustical impedance of the immersion medium. In this case
the equivalent circuit simplifies to an RC circuit. However, in this work we do not
neglect the mechanical impedance and explored the effects of the device dimensions.
In the case where mechanical impedance is not negligible, the gain of the transducer
may be increased by a shunt tuning inductor. The effect of the tuning inductor is
also investigated.
The parameters of the Mason’s equivalent circuit is calculated using the MAT-
LAB simulations1 and FEM simulations2. The computation of the parameters in
MATLAB environment is discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Mason model (a) for a cMUT operating as a transmitter excited by a
voltage source (VS) to drive the acoustic impedance of the immersion medium (ZaS)
(b) for a cMUT operating as a receiver excited by the acoustical source (FS, ZaS)
to drive the electrical load resistance of the receiver circuitry (RS). S is the area of
the transducer, LT is the tuning inductor.
1MATLAB Simulation codes are presented in Appendix E
2FEM Simulations are detailed in Appendix A
Chapter 3
Analytical Modelling of cMUTs
In order to find the characteristics of a cMUT for different dimensions (Fig. 3.1), we
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Figure 3.1: Cross sectional view of a cMUT.
should compute the electrical parameters in Fig. 2.1. In the previous studies, those
parameters are calculated with FEM simulations. However, the computation time
for FEM simulations is an obstacle to generate fast results. Therefore in this chapter,
the electrical parameters are approximated by using their closed form expressions.
However, the FEM results serve as a reference point in the analytical calculations.
The physical parameters of a cMUT can be seen at the cross sectional view
in Fig. 3.1, where tm is the thickness of the membrane, ti is the thickness of the
insulator on the bulk silicon. The radius of the membrane is represented by a and
the gap height is symbolized by tg. Other than the ground electrode, an electrode is
5
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placed on the bottom of the membrane. All the cMUTs are assumed to be fabricated
from silicon nitride with a top electrode at the bottom of the membrane.
3.1 Collapse Voltage
When the applied DC bias exceeds a critical value called collapse voltage, Vcol, the
membrane collapses onto the isolation layer. In order to make a fair comparison, all
the transducers are simulated with 90% of the V col is applied as DC bias. Since
the collapse voltage determines the operating point of cMUTs, it is very critical to
calculate this parameter accurately.
3.1.1 Parallel Plate Approximation
At the previous studies an approximate expression for the collapse voltage is de-
rived [10,14,29], in which the transducer is assumed to be a parallel plate capacitor.
The collapse voltage is calculated using the point where the restoring force of the
membrane cannot overwhelm the electrostatic force. The resulting analytical ex-
pression is as follows;
Vcol =
√
128(Y0 + T )t3mt¯
3
g
27ǫ0(1− σ2)a4 (3.1)
where t¯g is the effective gap height, t¯g = tg + ǫ0ti/ǫ. ǫ0 and ǫ are the permittivity
constants of air and insulation layer material respectively. Here, Y0 is the Young’s
modulus, T is the residual stress and σ is the Poisson’s ratio.
Because of the parallel plate approximation, Eq. 3.1 gives Vcol values higher than
FEM simulation does. If the analytical expression is multiplied by a factor of 0.7,
the accuracy of the calculation increases considerably. Therefore, an approximate
expression for the collapse voltage can be written as;
Vcol ≃ 0.7
√
128(Y0 + T )t3mt¯
3
g
27ǫ0(1− σ2)a4 (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Collapse voltage of the cMUTs as a function of membrane radius, a,
with tm and tg as parameters. Vcol values are calculated by analytical expression,
superposition method and FEM simulations. ti is assumed to be 0. The top electrode
is at the bottom of the membrane.
Note that this formulation assumes that the top electrode is placed at the bottom
of the membrane. Eq. 5.1 gives the opportunity of calculating the collapse voltage
of a transducer approximately, by using only hand calculations. However we need a
more accurate model for determining the DC operating point of a membrane.
3.1.2 Superposition of Electrostatic Forces
A more accurate value for Vcol can be determined using the method developed in [12].
In order to calculate the collapse voltage, we should calculate the deflection profile
of the membrane when a particular DC voltage is applied. First we partition the
membrane into nodes. The deflection profile for a corresponding node is calculated
using the relations in [30];
x(r) =
N∑
i=1


Fi
8piD
[
(a2+r2)(a2−b2i )
2a2
+ (b2i + r
2)ln bi
a
]
, bi < r;
Fi
8piD
[
(a2−r2)(a2+b2i )
2a2
+ (b2i + r
2)ln r
a
]
, bi ≥ r.
(3.3)
where Fi is the electrostatic force between the electrodes at the i
th node, D is the
flexural rigidity of the membrane which is equal to, Et
3
m
12(1−σ2)
, r is the axial distance
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of the corresponding node to the center node and bi is the axial distance of force Fi
to the center node.
After finding the first deflection with superposition, we should continue our cal-
culation iteratively updating the gap, tg, —thus electrostatic forces, Fi— until the
deflection converges. If the result of the iterations does not converge, the applied
voltage is decreased and the same method is utilized again.
A fast line search algorithm is implemented in a predefined tolerance (0.1V),
to find the maximum voltage value that does not make the deflection diverge. We
determine Vcol and the deflection profile, x(r), of the membrane for DC biased
operation. The resulting Vcol values are within 5% of the results obtained with FEM
simulations.
In Fig. 3.2, the results of the collapse voltage calculations with three different
methods are compared. We note that both the analytical calculations and the
superposition method are in harmony with the FEM simulation results.
3.2 Input Capacitance
Another electrical parameter that depends on the physical dimensions is the shunt
input capacitance at the electrical port. Basically, this capacitance is the capacitance
between the ground electrode and the top (membrane) electrode. The value of this
capacitance can be found by the parallel plate approximation [29]
C0 ≃ 2πǫ0
∫ a+t¯g
0
r
t¯g − x(r)dr (3.4)
where x(r) is the deflection profile of the membrane as determined by the superposi-
tion method. The extra capacitance due to fringing fields is included approximately
by extending the radius from a to a+ t¯g. The accuracy of the model is tested for the
gap height values between 0.1 µm and 1 µm. The resulting capacitance values are
within 1% of the corresponding FEM simulations. The comparison of the results
with the FEM simulations is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3. Note that the membrane
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Figure 3.3: Shunt input capacitance, C0 as a function of membrane radius,
a, with gap height, tg as a parameter. Results are calculated analytically
(solid,dashed,dotted) and with FEM simulations (diamond). VDC = 0.9Vcol. Insula-
tion layer thickness, ti=0. The results are independent of the membrane thickness,
tm.
thickness, tm, does not affect the value of C0, since the electrode is placed at the
bottom of the membrane.
Typically, many cMUT cells are connected together to form a transducer. An
extra capacitance called spurious capacitance arises because of the interconnections
between the cMUT electrodes. Since this capacitance can be quite large, the effect
of presenting spurious capacitance is also investigated in Chapter 4.
3.3 Turns Ratio
After the membrane is deflected by a DC bias, the cMUTs are operated under a
harmonic voltage excitation between its electrodes. The total voltage applied on the
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top electrode during the transmission is;
V (t) = VDC + VACcos(ωt+ φ) (3.5)
Since the corresponding electrostatic force when the potential of V applied between
the electrodes is;
F =
1
2
ǫ0S
V 2
(t¯g − x(r))2
(3.6)
the total force corresponding to the total applied voltage in Eq. 3.5 is;
F =
ǫ0S
2 (t¯g − x(r))2
(
V 2DC + 2VDCVACcos(ωt+ φ) + V
2
ACcos
2(ωt+ φ)
)
(3.7)
If VDC ≫ VAC , the time varying force on the membrane is approximated by;
FAC ≃ ǫ0SVDCVAC
(t¯g − x(r))2
cos (ωt+ φ)) (3.8)
Referring to the Mason’s equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.1, the turns ratio is the
ratio of the force at the mechanical side to the applied voltage on the electrical side.
Therefore, using Eq. 3.8 we can calculate the turns ratio of the equivalent circuit as;
n ≃ FAC
VAC
=
ǫ0SVDC
(t¯g − x(r))2
= C0E (3.9)
where E is the electric field between the ground electrode and deflected membrane
electrode.
This calculation assumes that the AC signal is much smaller than the DC bias.
In the FEM simulations used during this work the AC voltage is taken to be the 1%
of the collapse voltage, thus the AC signal is 1.11% of the applied DC bias.
As it is seen in Eq. 3.9, the turns ratio, n is calculated as the product of the
capacitance with the electric field, for small AC deflections of the membrane. In
order to take into account the fringing fields, corrected turns ratio, nc for a deflected
membrane can be determined by the following integration:
nc ≃ 2πǫ0VDC
∫ a+t¯g
0
r
(t¯g − x(r))2
dr (3.10)
This calculation holds true as long as the deflection of the membrane because
of the small voltage changes is small. In Fig. 3.4, the sensitivity of the membrane
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Figure 3.4: The sensitivity of the deflection of a cMUT membrane to the DC voltage
changes on the top electrode. The gap height, tg is 1µm and the collapse voltage,
Vcol= 630 V.
deflection to the DC voltage changes is seen. Thus, small voltage changes result
larger membrane deflections when the DC bias is close to the collapse voltage. In
this case the approximation used in turns ratio calculations fails. In the computer
simulations conducted in this work, the DC bias is taken to be the 90% of the
collapse voltage, at which the sensitivity is close to linear region. Since our analysis
ignores the effect of the sensitivity at the operating region, the turns ratio values
calculated are 5-10% smaller than the actual value.
3.4 Mechanical Impedance
The differential equation governing the deflection of the membrane is written by
Mason [27] as;
(Y0 + T )t
3
m
12(1− σ2)∇
4x− tmT∇2x− P + tmρ∂
2x
∂t2
= 0 (3.11)
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where, Y0 is the Young’s modulus, T is the residual stress, P is the applied pressure,
σ is the Poisson’s ratio, ρ is the density of the membrane material and x is the
membrane deflection.
Assuming the membrane is clamped at both ends the deflection profile of the
membrane under constant uniform pressure is calculated as in [10];
x(r) =
P
ω2tmρ
[
k1J1(k1a)J0(k2r)− k2J0(k1r)J1(k2a)
k1J10 − k2J01 − 1
]
(3.12)
where ω is the radian frequency, J01 = J0(k1a)J1(k2a), J10 = J1(k1a)J0(k2a),
J0 and J1 are the zeroth and first-order Bessel functions of the first kind. k1 and k2
are given by
k1 =
√√
d2 + 4cω2 − d
2c
and k2 =
√√
d2 + 4cω2 + d
2c
(3.13)
where
c =
(Y0 + T )t
2
m
12ρ(1− σ2) and d =
T
ρ
(3.14)
The mechanical impedance of a membrane is defined as the ratio of the ap-
plied uniform pressure on the membrane to the corresponding velocity of the mem-
brane [14]. The lumped membrane velocity under a harmonic excitation is calculated
as [10];
v(ω) = jω2π
∫ a
0
rx(r)dr. (3.15)
Using Eq. 3.12 and 3.15, the mechanical impedance, Zm is calculated to be
Zm =
P
v
=
jwρtmak1k2(k1J10 − k2J01)
ak1k2(k1J10 − k2J01)− 2(k21 + k22)J11
(3.16)
where J11 = J1(k1a)J1(k2a).
3.5 Resonance Frequency
Around its first natural resonance frequency of the membrane, Zm can be modelled
by a mass and a spring system. In the equivalent circuit the mass is modelled by an
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inductor, L, where the spring is modelled by a capacitor as 1/C near the resonance
frequency. Thus the mechanical resonance is related to the electrical resonance by
the following relation;
ωr =
√
κ
me
=
√
1
LC
(3.17)
where κ is the stiffness and me is the effective mass of the membrane.
Using the electrical equivalent of the resonance behavior, effective mass can be
calculated. Near the resonance frequency, the electrical impedance is;
Zm = jωL+
1
jωC
(3.18)
Zm = j
(
ωL− 1
ωC
)
(3.19)
∂Zm
∂ω
= j
(
L+
1
Cω2
)
(3.20)
If we insert the value of ωr from Eq. 3.17;
∂Zm
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ωr
= j
(
L+
LC
C
)
(3.21)
∂Zm
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ωr
= j2L (3.22)
∂Zm
∂f
∣∣∣∣
fr
= j4πme (3.23)
The effective mass, me, can be related to the actual mass of the membrane using
the slope of Zm in Eq. 3.23 as
me ≃ 1.8ρtmπa2. (3.24)
The first natural resonance frequency can be written in terms of the effective
mass, me, and the stiffness, κ, [14] of the membrane as
fr =
1
2π
√
κ
me
=
1
2π
√
16π(Y0 + T )t3m
(1− σ2)a2
1
1.8ρtmπa2
=
fr =
2tm
πa2
√
Y0 + T
1.8ρ(1− σ2) (3.25)
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The derivations above are based on a membrane with its ends are clamped to the
stand. In the FEM analysis the same boundary conditions are applied. However, in
an actual cMUT the ends are not clamped to the stand region. Thus, our FEM and
lumped model simulations calculate the resonance frequency slightly more than the
actual resonance frequency of a cMUT.
It is shown in [28] that the effect of liquid loading in a liquid immersed cMUT is
not negligible, especially if the membrane is thin. With liquid loading, the resonance
frequency shifts to lower frequencies. Nevertheless, we ignored this effect for the sake
of simplicity.
We checked the validity of the model by comparing it with the experimental re-
sults of [31]. They measured fr=12 MHz with a 12 MHz bandwidth. Our predictions
for the same geometry1 and with material constants given in Table C.1 in Appendix
C are as follows: fr=13.1 MHz, bandwidth=13.7 MHz (2.3 MHz to 16 MHz), one-
way conversion loss=13.2 dB. The response of the simulated transducers is seen in
Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The transducer gain v.s. frequency of a transducer with a=18 µm,
tm=0.88 µm, tg=0.12 µm, ti=0.2 µm, T=0, RS=220 kΩ.
1a=18 µm, tm=0.88 µm, tg=0.12 µm, ti=0.2 µm, T=0, RS=220 kΩ
Chapter 4
Optimization of Performance
If the membrane of a cMUT is very thin, the mechanical impedance, Zm, of the mem-
brane is very low compared to the acoustical impedance of the immersion medium,
Za, and hence Zm can be ignored. In this case, the Mason model reduces to just an
RC circuit, where bandwidth can be made very large at the expense of gain. In this
work, we do not ignore Zm. We will explore the effect of various device dimensions
on the overall circuit. In particular, we would like to optimize the radius (a), the
thickness of the membrane (tm), the gap height (tg) and the electrical termination
resistance (RS). Zm and nc are dependent on the above parameters as it was dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. The mechanical termination impedance, ZaS, is dependent on
Za as well as the area of the membrane, S. To make a fair comparison of cMUTs
with different dimensions, we always choose the maximum applied voltage as 0.9Vcol
of the corresponding membrane.
The electrical side termination impedances of cMUTs for transmission and re-
ceive modes can be different. Typically, a low resistance electrical source is utilized
in the transmission mode. In the receive mode, the optimal electrical termination
impedance may be relatively high (10KΩ to 100 KΩ per unit cMUT). Therefore,
transmission and receive modes must be treated separately, although cMUT is a
reciprocal device.
15
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4.1 Transmit Mode
A cMUT used in transmission mode has a limitation in the applied voltage due to
breakdown of insulation material or the collapse voltage of the membrane. Other
than this limit, there is no practical limitation in the amount of available electrical
power. Moreover, any electrical source resistance can be utilized for exciting the
cMUT. Hence, the electrical mismatch between the electrical source and the cMUT
is unimportant. In the transmit mode, a large excitation is applied between the zero
and Vcol. It is assumed that a source that can apply this large excitation between
the electrodes is assumed to be present. In this case, it is reasonable to try to
maximize the pressure at the mechanical side while the maximum allowed voltage
is applied at the electrical port. Referring to Fig. 2.1a, let P be the pressure in the
immersion medium P = F/S when the applied AC voltage, VS, is at the maximum
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Figure 4.1: Pressure-bandwidth product, MT , of a cMUT resonating at 5 MHz and
operating as a transmitter in water as a function of membrane radius, a, (or as a
function of membrane thickness, tm) for different gap heights. tm/a
2 is kept constant.
The bias voltage is VDC = 0.45Vcol and the electrical source resistance, RS is zero.
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Figure 4.2: Bandwidth (dash-dot), B1, and lower corner frequency (dashed), f1, of
a cMUT resonating at 5 MHz and operating as a transmitter in water as a function
of membrane radius, a, (or as a function of membrane thickness, tm). tm/a
2 is kept
constant. B1 and f1 are independent of tg. f1 curve is multiplied by 4 to improve
readability. The bias voltage is VDC = 0.45Vcol and the electrical source resistance,
RS is zero.
allowable value. B1 is the associated 3-dB bandwidth of the output pressure. In the
transmission mode, we define the figure of merit as the pressure-bandwidth product:
MT = PB1 (4.1)
A calculation of MT is done using the corrected Mason model. If the maximum
peak voltage on the electrode is 0.9Vcol, nc is calculated from Eq. 3.10 with VDC =
0.45Vcol. Although the cMUT is highly nonlinear with a large excitation, we treat
the problem as if it is linear for simplicity and nc is assumed to be independent of
the applied AC voltage. The resulting MT is seen in Fig. 4.1 as a function of a or
tm with the gap height, tg as a parameter. In order to have the same membrane
resonance, tm/a
2 is kept constant as a or tm is varied.
In Fig. 4.2, the resulting bandwidth, B1, and 3-dB lower corner frequency, f1,
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are plotted. (3-dB band extends from f1 to f1 +B1.)
We see that larger radii (or thicker membranes) give higher pressure-bandwidth
products, but smaller bandwidths. For higher bandwidth values, the pressure-
bandwidth product must be sacrificed. In other words, large bandwidth values
are possible with only very small gain values. In all cases, larger gap heights are
preferable, since the corresponding collapse voltages are higher. With a higher ap-
plied input voltage, a higher pressure is possible. Bandwidth, B1 is found to be
independent of the gap height.
At the previous results the effect of the spurious capacitances, CS is ignored.
Nevertheless, the results for the transmit mode cMUTs are independent of the shunt
input capacitance of the equivalent circuit. Hence, presence of spurious capacitances
does not affect the transmission mode results.
4.2 Receive Mode
Unlike the transmission mode where we may have unlimited electrical input power,
in receive mode the input acoustic power of the transmitted acoustic signal is limited.
It is important to use as much of the available acoustic power as possible. For the
best performance the acoustic mismatch at the mechanical side should be minimized.
Similarly, the electrical mismatch at the electrical side should be kept at a minimum
for good performance. Mismatch loses at both sides are included (Refer to Fig. 2.1b),
if we use the transducer gain1 definition;
GT = PE/PA (4.2)
where PE is the power delivered to the electrical load resistance, RS, and PA is the
available acoustic power 2 from the immersion medium. The highest transducer gain
is obtained if the electrical side impedance of the transducer is conjugately matched
to the receiver impedance and the acoustic side impedance of the transducer is equal
1See Appendix D
2Available power is the power delivered to a load when the load impedance is conjugately
matched to the source impedance (Refer to p.610 of [32])
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Figure 4.3: Gain-bandwidth product,MR, of water immersed receiving mode cMUTs
resonating at 5 MHz as a function of membrane radius, a, or membrane thickness,
tm, for untuned (solid) and tuned (dotted) cases. tm/a
2 is kept constant. Electrical
termination resistance, RS is optimal at every point. VDC = 0.9Vcol. The curves are
independent of the gap height.
to the acoustic impedance of the immersion medium. Since the transducer gain is
a power gain, we define the gain as the square root of the transducer gain and the
bandwidth, B2, as the 3-dB bandwidth of the transducer gain. Hence, in the receive
mode we define a figure of merit, MR, as the gain-bandwidth product:
MR =
√
GTB2 (4.3)
In what follows we will investigate the effect of various parameters on this prod-
uct. We have determined that the gap height does not affect MR, provided that
the cMUT is biased with the same percentage value of the collapse voltage. For all
cases we keep the bias voltage at VDC = 0.9Vcol.
We calculated and plotted MR
3 as a function of a or tm in Fig. 4.3 for the
3Calculation of the transducer power gain is detailed in Appendix D
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of gain and bandwidth on the membrane radius or thickness
for untuned (solid) and tuned (dotted) cMUTs immersed in water and resonating at
5 MHz. RS is optimal at every point. (VDC = 0.9Vcol) The curves are independent
of the gap height.
cMUTs immersed in water. We note that the electrical termination resistance, RS,
is optimally chosen4 for each a− tm pair. For the membranes resonating at 5 MHz,
the highest gain-bandwidth product is obtained for a=70 µm and tm=5 µm. If a
shunt tuning inductor is added at the electrical port, a further improvement in the
gain-bandwidth product is possible as shown in the same figure. The value of this
inductor is chosen to maximize the gain-bandwidth product. In this case, a=130 µm,
tm=18 µm and LT =1.5 µH gives the best MR.
For small a values, ZmS is negligible compared to ZaS, and the equivalent circuit
may be simplified to an RC circuit. In this case, the tuning does not bring any
improvement. But when the mechanical impedance of the membrane is significant,
an inductor provides a better match at the electrical port.
The tradeoff between the gain and the bandwidth is demonstrated graphically
4RS value is found by a line search conducted in a range of resistance values. See Appendix B.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Gain-bandwidth product, MR as a function of electrical termina-
tion resistance, RS for different cMUTs resonating at 5 MHz immersed in water.
(tg=0.3 µm, VDC = 0.9Vcol) (b) Bandwidth, B2 (dash-dot) and lower corner fre-
quency, f1 (dash) of the corresponding cMUT with radius, a=70 µm as a function
of RS.
in Fig. 4.4 as a function of a or tm. As a goes up, the bandwidth decreases while the
gain increases. We note that for each radius value a different membrane thickness is
used in such a way to keep the membrane resonance at 5 MHz. In the same figure,
the effect of tuning is also indicated. It is clear that adding an inductor does not
have a positive effect on the bandwidth, and hence it should be used only when a
higher gain is a necessity.
4.2.1 Electrical Termination Resistance, RS
We demonstrate the effect of the electrical termination resistance on the gain-
bandwidth product in Fig. 4.5. It is obvious that there is an optimum RS value
to maximize the gain-bandwidth product. Since nc depends on the bias voltage, the
optimum RS will be different for different gap heights. We note that in Fig. 4.5a the
given RS is per unit cMUT element. If the actual electrical termination resistance
value, RSa, is lower, we need to connect N = RS/RSa many cMUTs in parallel
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Figure 4.6: The electrical termination resistance, RS per one receiver cMUT as a
function of radius or thickness for untuned cMUTs immersed in water and resonating
at 5 MHz. The gap height, tg=0.1µm. (VDC = 0.9Vcol)
to achieve the desired match. For example, in Fig. 4.5a a cMUT with a=70 µm
requires an RS of approximately 50 kΩ (tg=0.3µm) for maximum MR, and if 100
such cMUTs are in parallel, an electrical load of 500 Ω is necessary. Changing the
value of RS is a very simple way of trading gain with bandwidth at the expense of
some loss in the gain-bandwidth product. Referring to a=70 µm curve in Fig. 4.5a
and Fig. 4.5b, we notice that while RS is reduced by a factor of five from its optimal
value, we lose the gain by a factor of two (6 dB), but the bandwidth can be increased
only by 32%.
Note that in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4, the termination resistance RS is optimally cho-
sen for every other cMUT. The computation of the optimum termination resistance
is discussed in Appendix B. In Fig. 4.6, the optimal RS values as a function of
membrane radius are plotted. For the cMUT with the maximum figure of merit,
a = 70µm. and tm = 5µm., with the resonance frequency of 5 MHz, the optimal ter-
mination resistance is 16 KΩ (tg=0.1µm.). So for a cMUT array with 320 elements,
the electrical termination should be 50Ω.
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4.2.2 Acoustical impedance of the medium, Za
In the previous sections, we assumed that the cMUTs are operated in water. In
this section we explore the effect of the acoustical medium impedance, Za on the
gain-bandwidth product of the transducers operating in receive mode.
Medium impedance has an effect similar to the electrical termination resistance,
RS, on the gain-bandwidth product. It is seen in Fig. 4.7 that, each cMUT operates
best in a specific medium. For example, a transducer with a radius of 70µm, achieves
the maximum gain-bandwidth product in Za=1.5.10
6 (water). On the other hand,
in Fig. 4.3, the cMUT with 70µm radius, is the best cMUT operating in water.
Therefore, Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.3 define the following relation; each cMUT operates
best in a specific medium and in that medium no other cMUT works better.
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Figure 4.7: Gain-Bandwidth product, MR as a function of acoustical medium
impedance, Za for different cMUTs, resonating at 5 MHz. RS is optimally cho-
sen at every point. The vertical dashed line indicates the acoustical impedance of
water (1.5 106kg/m2s). The gap height, tg=0.1µm, ti=0. (VDC = 0.9Vcol)
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Referring the previous results, the optimum device dimensions for air-borne ap-
plications can be computed (Za for air is 415kg/m
2s). However the resulting dimen-
sions are impossible to fabricate.
The effect of the spurious capacitances is ignored at the previous calculations
of receive mode operation. However, spurious capacitance, CS affects the results.
The figure of merit for the receive mode, MR decreases with the presence of CS,
nevertheless the location of the optimum transducer does not change. The MR
values for the conditions, with and without CS are plotted in Fig. 4.8a.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The figure of merit of a receiver cMUT with spurious capacitance,
CS (dotted) and without CS (solid) as a function of radius or thickness for untuned
cMUTs immersed in water and resonating at 5 MHz. The gap height, tg=0.1µm.
(VDC = 0.9Vcol) (b)The gain and the bandwidth of a receiver cMUT with spurious
capacitances, CS (dotted) and without CS (solid) as a function of radius or thickness
for untuned cMUTs immersed in water and resonating at 5 MHz. The gap height,
tg=0.1µm. (VDC = 0.9Vcol)
The presence of CS does not effect the bandwidth. However the transducer gain
decreases. In Fig. 4.8b the transducer gain is plotted with and without spurious
capacitances. The reason for the drop of figure of merit, when spurious capacitance
is present, is the decrease in the transducer gain. The bandwidth of a transducer is
also plotted in Fig. 4.8b. The dashed-dotted curve is common for the two situations.
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4.3 Pulse-Echo Mode
In most applications the same transducer is used for both transmission and receive
and it is operated in the pulse-echo mode. A transmit-receive switch connects either
the transmitter amplifier or the receiver circuit to the electrical side of the cMUT
depending on the mode of operation. Hence, the electrical termination resistance,
RS, can be different for transmit and receive modes. In this case, a figure of merit
can be defined as
MPE = P
√
GTB3 (4.4)
where P is defined as in Eq. 4.1, GT is defined as in Eq. 4.2 and B3 is the 3-dB
bandwidth of the P
√
GT product. MPE of the cMUTs with fr =5 MHz is plotted
in Fig. 4.9 for different gap heights.
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water immersed cMUTs with uniform membranes in pulse-echo mode (fr =5 MHz)
for different gap heights. Bandwidth is independent of the gap height.
Chapter 5
Design Graphs
In what follows, we will present normalized versions of the graphs which can be used
as design tools for cMUTs with silicon nitride membranes. A number of examples
are given to demonstrate the use of these graphs.
5.1 Collapse Voltage
In many applications there is a limit in the operating voltage of the transducers.
This is either because of the limits of the electronic circuitry used in the device
or because of the breakdown limitations of the device. In either case the collapse
voltage of the device should be selected as a design parameter.
The collapse voltage can be calculated approximately by hand calculations using
Eq. 5.1, which is repeated here as;
Vcol ≃ 0.7
√
128(Y0 + T )t3mt¯
3
g
27ǫ0(1− σ2)a4 (5.1)
where t¯g is the effective gap height, t¯g = tg + ǫ0ti/ǫ. ǫ0 and ǫ are the permittivity
constants of air and insulator material respectively.
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5.2 Transmit Mode
Fig. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are normalized graphs that can be utilized to determine the
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Figure 5.1: Normalized pressure-bandwidth product as a function of normalized
membrane radius or thickness for transmitter cMUTs. Bias voltage is at 45% and
applied peak-to-peak AC voltage is at 90% of the collapse voltage.
dimensions of a transmitter cMUT at specified frequencies. The first two are es-
sentially same graphs as Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 with its axes normalized with respect
to resonance frequency and gap height1. Notice that all axes are normalized and
their relation with the actual values is provided in the axis labels. Let us demon-
strate the use of the graphs by designing a transmitter cMUT to operate between
3-dB frequencies f1 to f2 with an output pressure as high as possible. Suppose
f1=3 MHz and f2=20 MHz. We start at a point with a high MT such as afr=300.
At this point we read from Fig. 5.2 B1/fr=1.83. Since we need a bandwidth of
f2 − f1=B1=17 MHz, resonance frequency should be fr=17/1.83=9.3 MHz. The
1Because of the fringe field extension of the radius to a + t¯g in Eq. 3.4, there is a difficulty of
normalization with respect to tg. However, the graphs remain valid as long as tg ≪ a.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized bandwidth (dash-dot) and lower corner frequency (dashed)
as a function of normalized membrane radius or thickness for transmitter cMUTs.
Bias voltage is at 45% and applied peak-to-peak AC voltage is at 90% of the collapse
voltage.
lower corner (f1) of the band can be determined from Fig. 5.2 as 4f1/fr=1.57
or f1=3.6 MHz. Since this is larger than the required 3 MHz, we need more
iterations. afr=285 gives satisfactory results. We find fr=17/2.02=8.4 MHz,
f1=8.42×1.41/4=2.97 MHz and a=34 µm. We determine from the upper x-axis of
Fig. 5.2 tmfr=17 or tm=17/8.4=2 µm. We should pick a collapse voltage as high as
possible. Let Vcol=150 V. Eq. 5.1 gives nearly the same result as the method in [12]:
t¯g should be 0.35 µm. To make sure that 150 V does not cause a breakdown of the
nitride stand, we calculate the E-field: 150/0.35=428 V/µm which is well below the
breakdown voltage. Pressure-bandwidth product, MT , is determined from Fig. 5.1
as MT=0.24×8.42×0.35=5.93 MPaMHz. Hence the output pressure corresponding
to an excitation voltage of 0.9×150 = 135V peak-to-peak is P=5.93/17=0.35 MPa.
To verify results we performed FEM simulations of the same structure resulting in
f1=2.8 MHz, B1=16 MHz, Vcol=153 V, P=0.33 MPa and MT=5.37.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized pressure as a function of normalized membrane radius or
thickness for transmitter cMUTs. Bias voltage is at 45% and applied peak-to-peak
AC voltage is at 90% of the collapse voltage.
As a second example, suppose we need a cMUT with an output pressure
of P=0.5 MPa at a center frequency of 8 MHz. Let us determine the dimen-
sions. With a reasonable of gap height of tg=0.2 µm and fr=8 MHz we find
P/(frtg)=0.5/(8×0.2)=0.32 and from Fig. 5.3 we determine afr=450 and tmfr=42
or a=56 µm and tm=5.2 µm. We estimate Vcol=101 V from Eq. 5.1. From Fig. 5.2
we find the bandwidth B1=0.8×8=6.4 MHz and f1=2.5×8/4=5 MHz. Hence, the
center frequency is at 5+6.4/2=8.2 MHz. FEM simulations for the given parameters
produce f1=4.6 MHz, B1=7.2 MHz, Vcol=109 V and P=0.48 MPa.
5.3 Receive Mode
Normalized graphs to design receiving mode cMUTs are shown in Fig. 5.4, 5.5 and
5.6. There is no tuning inductance, but the electrical load resistance, RS, is chosen
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Figure 5.4: Normalized gain-bandwidth product as a function of normalized mem-
brane radius or thickness for receiver cMUTs without tuning. The curve is indepen-
dent of the gap height.
at the value to maximize the gain-bandwidth product. The missing parameter for
designing a transducer for receive mode is the termination resistance. In other
words the number of cMUTs in an element for a given characteristic impedance.
Fig. 5.7 is a normalized graph that summarizes the RS values for different resonance
frequencies and gap heights.
As an example of use of these graphs, suppose we need a receiver cMUT with
B2=14 MHz of bandwidth between f1=1 MHz and f2=15 MHz 3 dB corner frequen-
cies. At afr=350, we read B2/fr=1.12 from Fig. 5.5 and determine fr = 12.5 MHz.
For this choice, we use the f1 curve in Fig. 5.5 and find 5f1/fr=1.73. So, we calculate
f1 = 4.3 MHz, which does not satisfy our requirement of 1 MHz for the lower end
frequency. After a few iterations we find that afr=200 and fr=6.4 MHz give sat-
isfactory results. Hence a=31.5 µm and tm=8.3/6.4=1.3 µm. The gain-bandwidth
product is determined from Fig. 5.4 as MR/fr=0.44 or MR=2.8 MHz. Therefore,
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Figure 5.5: Normalized bandwidth (dash-dot) and lower corner frequency (dashed)
as a function of normalized membrane radius or thickness for receiver cMUTs with-
out tuning. The curves are independent of the gap height.
the transducer power gain of the cMUT is
√
GT=2.8/14=0.2=−14 dB. The gap
height does not affect the performance and it should be chosen to give an acceptable
bias voltage. For example, tg=0.3 µm gives Vcol=74 V (Eq. 5.1). In this case the
termination resistance for one cMUT is calculated from Fig. 5.7 as 80KΩ. If the
actual termination is 500Ω, then 160 cells should be fabricated in one element. At
this point the designer should keep in mind the area considerations and pick the real
termination resistance accordingly. FEM simulations of the cMUT with the dimen-
sions above give a bandwidth of 13.7 MHz starting at f1=940 KHz with Vcol=76 V
and GT=−13.4 dB verifying the predicted gain and bandwidth values.
As a further example suppose we need to design a cMUT with a transducer
gain of −3 dB centered at 10 MHz. From Fig. 5.6 we find afr=610 µmMHz
or tmfr=75 µmMHz satisfies the gain requirement. We also find from Fig. 5.5
B2/fr=0.6 and 5f1/fr=3.1. To make f1 + B2/2=10 MHz we set 3.1fr/5 +
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Figure 5.6: Normalized transducer gain as a function of normalized membrane radius
or thickness for receiver cMUTs without tuning.
0.6fr/2=10 MHz or fr=10.9 MHz, f1=6.7 MHz, B2=6.5 MHz. Hence, a=56 µm
and tm=6.9 µm. Since this is a rather thick membrane, the gap should be very
small to give an acceptable collapse voltage. For tg=0.1 µm we find Vcol=57 V
((Eq. 5.1)). The termination resistance, RS for one cMUT element is calculated
as 17KΩ from Fig. 5.7. On the other hand, the values determined from FEM are:
f1=5.7 MHz, B2=6.5 MHz, Vcol=65 V, GT=−2.8 dB.
5.4 Pulse-Echo Mode
Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 are also normalized graphs that can be used to design cMUTs in
pulse-echo mode in a similar manner. Inspection of the first graph shows that one
should prefer larger gap heights for the best figure of merit. Although a larger mem-
brane radius gives a better merit figure, it results in a smaller bandwidth. As an
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Figure 5.7: Normalized termination resistance, RS as a function of normalized mem-
brane radius or thickness for receiver cMUTs without tuning. Bias voltage for receive
is at 90% of the collapse voltage.
example, we design a transducer with an overall bandwidth of B3=14 MHz between
3-dB corner frequencies of 1 MHz and 15 MHz. We find from Fig. 5.9 by iteration
at afr = 160 µmMHz, B3=2.3fr and f1=0.7fr/4, resulting in fr=14/2.3=6 MHz
and f1=1 MHz. Hence, a = 160/6 = 27 µm, tm = 5.2/6 = 0.9 µm are determined.
If Vcol = 50V , we find from Eq. 5.1 that t¯g=0.27 µm. In transmitter mode we find
from Fig. 5.2 B1=18 MHz and from Fig. 5.3 P=0.065 MPa. In receive mode we use
Fig. 5.5 to find B2=16 MHz and Fig. 5.6 to find GT = −16 dB.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized pressure-gain-bandwidth product as a function of normalized
membrane radius or thickness for cMUTs in pulse-echo mode. Bias voltage for
transmit is at 45% and applied peak-to-peak AC voltage is at 90% of the collapse
voltage. Bias voltage for receive is at 90% of the collapse voltage.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized overall bandwidth (dash-dot), and lower corner frequency
(dashed) as a function of normalized membrane radius or thickness for cMUTs in
pulse-echo mode.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
We defined performance measures for cMUTs in transmit, receive and pulse-echo
modes and described the ways of determining the optimum dimensions. In transmit
and pulse-echo modes, cMUTs with large gaps are preferable, since the collapse volt-
ages are higher and hence higher excitation voltages are possible. In general, there
is a tradeoff between bandwidth and gain-bandwidth product. Smaller membrane
radii result in higher bandwidth at the expense of reduced gain-bandwidth product.
For the cMUTs operating in receive mode, the gap height does not affect the figure
of merit if cMUT is biased at the same percentage value of the collapse voltage.
There is an optimal value of the membrane radius or thickness and an optimal elec-
trical termination resistance for the highest gain-bandwidth product. One should
sacrifice some gain-bandwidth product, if a higher bandwidth is necessary.
In the FEM and MATLAB simulations the effect of the liquid loading is ignored.
The acoustical impedance of the medium is assumed to be real. However, in the case
of the membranes with small radius, the water column at top of the membrane does
not move simultaneously with the membrane and brings an imaginary part to the
medium impedance. Since the cMUT devices are operated in parallel the effective
area is larger if the transducers are fabricated close enough to each other. In this
case this effect is minimum. On the other hand if the membrane area is large, the
medium should vibrate with the membrane so that the acoustic wave can propagate
into the medium. This additional mass of the medium increases the effective mass
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of the membrane and brings a positive imaginary part to the acoustical impedance
of the medium. For the case of larger and stiffer membranes with relatively high
mass, the effect of water loading is minimum. We did not use any analytical or finite
element calculation to take this effect into account.
In addition, the turns ratio values are calculated without taking into account
the sensitivity of the membrane to the DC voltage variations. Since we simulate the
cMUTs at 90% of the collapse voltage, it is assumed that the sensitivity is relatively
small. Thus, the resulting turns ratio values are 5-10% smaller than FEM simulation
results.
Note that we did not include the effect of spurious capacitors. The presence of
the spurious capacitances decreases the transducer gain at the receive mode and
does not affect the bandwidth. However, they have no effect on the performance of
a transmitter cMUT.
We introduced design tools to determine approximately the optimum dimensions
of the cMUTs with given frequency response. The circuit parameters are calculated
using the approximate models. Note that these methods are the lumped approxi-
mations of the distributed parameters in the Mason’s equivalent circuit. One should
use a full FEM analysis including the liquid loading, if more accurate results are
desired.
Appendix A
Finite Element Method
Simulations of cMUTs
When analytical models fail to explain complex mechanical structures, Finite Ele-
ment Method (FEM) simulations are employed. In this study the FEM simulations
are used in order to increase the accuracy of the analytical model. ANSYS 8.1 is
used as the FEM solver. ANSYS is utilized to solve the electrostatic and harmonic
problems of the cMUTs. The methods employed in FEM simulations are based on
the FEM simulations in [14]. Please refer [14] and [33] for more detailed discussion
of the methods utilized in the FEM simulations.
The parameters required for the lumped equivalent circuit of Mason are shunt
input capacitance, turns ratio and the mechanical impedance of the membrane. Of
course the collapse voltage is also required in order to determine the operating point
of the cMUT.
The axisymmetrical elements are used in the ANSYS simulations since a cMUT is
an axisymmetrical device. The silicon nitride elements are meshed with rectangles.
Triangular elements are used for meshing the gap and medium regions. the gap
and the medium regions are meshed with triangles. The boundary constraints are
applied to the membrane edges in order to make sure that the membrane ends are
clamped, as the analytical derivations assume.
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A.1 Static Analysis
A.1.1 Collapse Voltage
In static analyses a macro called ”ESSOLVE” is used. This macro calculates the
deflection of the membrane under an electrostatic force. But the electrostatic forces
change when the membrane deflects. ESSOLVE calculates the deflection and the
electrostatic forces iteratively. This way the collapse voltage of the membrane can
be calculated. The maximum voltage value that makes the membrane deflection
converge is taken to be the collapse voltage.
A.1.2 Input Capacitance
Once the collapse voltage is calculated, the deflection of the membrane is determined
at the operating point (0.9Vcol). At this point the electrostatic field can be extracted.
The shunt input capacitance is calculated by the Gaussian integral divided by the
applied DC bias. For this purpose a subroutine called ”CMATRIX” is employed.
A.1.3 Electrostatic Forces
Note that the DC operating point of the cMUT is 90% of the Vcol and the AC voltage
is 1% of Vcol. Thus the AC force, FAC can be approximately calculated by taking the
difference of the electrostatic forces when 90% and 91% of Vcol is applied on the top
electrode. This difference force, FAC will be used in the calculation of mechanical
impedance and turns ratio of the transducer.
The force distribution when a uniform pressure applied on the membrane is
calculated by the electrostatic analysis. This force distribution will be used in the
calculation of the mechanical impedance.
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A.2 Harmonic Analysis
Using harmonic analysis the mechanical impedance of the transducer and the turns
ratio of the transformer in the equivalent circuit are determined.
A.2.1 Mechanical Impedance
The mechanical impedance of a cMUT is determined by applying a uniform pressure
on the membrane at the desired frequency range with zero acoustic load. The force
distribution extracted at the static analysis is used in order to apply harmonic
uniform pressure on the membrane. The resulting velocity of the membrane is
extracted for all frequencies. The mechanical impedance of the membrane is the
ratio of the total force on the membrane to the lumped velocity of the membrane.
Note that this analysis neglects the effect of medium loading on the membrane.
A.2.2 Turns Ratio
Turns ratio of the transducer is the ratio of the applied harmonic force to the AC
voltage applied between electrodes. Note that the DC operating point affects the
magnitude of the turns ratio. Therefore we should employ a prestressed analysis.
First the membrane is deflected applying 90% of Vcol on the top electrode. Then
the AC force extracted at the static analyses is used to excite the membrane. The
resulting lumped velocity is multiplied by mechanical impedance calculated at the
previous harmonic analysis. This multiplication results the equivalent force on the
membrane. The ratio of the equivalent force to VAC is the turns ratio of the mem-
brane.
Appendix B
Optimization of Termination
Resistance, RS
In receive mode, it is important to match both the electrical and the acoustical
ports. That’s why the transducer power gain definition was utilized for receive
mode. Thus the value of the termination resistance determines the reflection losses
at the electrical port. As it is seen in Fig. 4.5 there is an optimum value for RS. In
the receive mode figures, the optimum value of the RS is assumed to be connected
as the termination for all dimensions. The optimum value is calculated with the
following routine demonstrated in Fig. B.1.
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R   max + R   minS S
2SR  test =
Calculate Derivative of M
when R  test is connectedS
IF dM   > 0 
increasing; decreasing;
R R
R   opt = R   testS S
|dM   | < e 
YES
NO
IF dM   < 0 
S SR  min = R   test R  max = R   testS S
R
R
Figure B.1: Flow chart of the termination resistance, RS optimization routine. The
number e, is the tolerance number. Computation stops if the computed derivative
is below this value. RSmax and RSmin determine the predefined range that the
optimum RS is searched in.
Appendix C
Constant Parameters
Parameter Value
Young’s Modulus of Si3N4, Y0 3.2× 105 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio of Si3N4, σ 0.263
Relative permittivity of Si3N4, ǫrn 5.7
Density of Si3N4, ρ 3.27 g/cm
3
Breakdown Voltage of Si3N4 900 V/µm
Table C.1: Constant parameters used in the simulations.
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Appendix D
Transducer power gain, GT
The transducer power gain, GT for Mason’s lumped equivalent circuit,
GT =
(1− |ΓL|2)|s21|2(1− |ΓS|2)
|(1− s11ΓS)(1− s22ΓL)− s21s12ΓLΓS|2
(D.1)
where s11, s12, s21, s22 are the S parameter of the equivalent circuit which are;
S =
[
s11 s12
s21 s22
]
=
[
A+B/Z0−CZ0−D
A+B/Z0+CZ0+D
2(AD−BC)
A+B/Z0+CZ0+D
2
A+B/Z0+CZ0+D
−A+B/Z0−CZ0+D
A+B/Z0+CZ0+D
]
(D.2)
A, B, C and D are the ABCD parameters of the equivalent circuit, which are;
[ABCD] =
[
A B
C D
]
=
[
1
n
Zm +
n2
−jwC0
jwC0
n
Zm
n
]
(D.3)
ΓL and ΓS are the reflection coefficients of the mechanical and electrical port;
ΓL =
ZaS−Z0
ZaS+Z0
ΓS =
RS−Z0
RS+Z0
(D.4)
where Z0 is the reference impedance.
MATLAB is used to evaluate the expressions. Scattering parameters and trans-
ducer gain are calculated using the equations given in [32].
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Appendix E
MATLAB Simulation codes
E.1 Transmit mode optimization
function optim=optimize_t(R,fr,f,tg,ti,opt,Zl)
%Option 1 is electrode on top
%Option 2 is electrode at the bottom
range=length(R); brk=0; freq=1e3:f:3.36e6*fr; for i=1:range
pair=calc_pair(fr,R(i),tg,opt);%Calculate device dimensions and Capacitance
V=pair(3);% Collapse voltage
tm=pair(2);% Membrane thickness
if V*0.9 > 900*tg
brk=1;
disp(’BREAKDOWN occurs in this device.’);
end
if (tg+ti/5.7+tm/5.7)/3>(3*(tg+ti/5.7)/4) && opt==1
brk=1;
disp(’Gap error!!’)
end
if pair(3)==0
i=range+1;p
brk=1;
end
if brk==0
[data,C]=calc_parm(R(i),tm,tg,ti,freq,fr,V,opt,0.9); % Calculate electrical parameters
[c0, n_dc] = calc_cn(R(i),tm,tg,ti,V,opt,0.45);%Calculates turns ratio for 0.45*Vcol
ZlS=Zl*pi*R(i)^2*1e-12;
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Fout=abs((0.45*V*n_dc).*(ZlS./(data(:,2)-1./(j*2*pi*data(:,1)*c0)+ZlS)));
Ac=Fout/(pi*R(i)^2);
[peak,index]=max(Ac);
bw_i=find(Ac>(peak*0.707));
high=data(bw_i(length(bw_i)),1);
low=data(bw_i(1),1);
bw=(high-low)/1e6;%(MHz)
msg=sprintf(’Peak Pressure is %g MPa and banwidth is %g MHz’,peak,bw);
disp(msg)
msg=sprintf(’Figure of Merit is %g MPa MHz’,peak*bw);
disp(msg)
disp(’***************************************************************************’)
optim(i,1)=R(i);
optim(i,2)=max(Ac)*bw;%(MHz uN/V)
optim(i,3)=max(Ac);%(uN/V)
optim(i,4)=bw;% MHz.
optim(i,5)=low/1e6;
end
end
E.2 Receive mode optimization
% Author: Selim Olcum, 2004
% This function and its subfunctions executes the gain-bandwidth
% optimization. All the device parameters can be input from the command
% line. This code constitutes the basis for the paper "Optimization of the
% Gain-Bandwidth product of cMUTs".
% Mechanical and electrical parameters are calculated analytically and
% adjusted to fit with the ANSYS results
% All the parameters in the code are in uMKS unit system.
%Option 1 is electrode on top
%Option 2 is electrode at the bottom
function [optim,bwd]=optimize_r(R,fr,f,tg,ti,opt,Zl,tune)
freq=1e3:f:3.36e6*fr;
alfa=0; %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Water Loading Effect alfa=0.261
range=length(R); brk=0; for i=1:range
pair=calc_pair(fr,R(i),tg,opt);%Calculate device dimensions and Capacitance
V=pair(3);%Collapse voltage (V)
tm=pair(2);%Membrane thickess (um)
if pair(3)==0
i=range+1;
brk=1;
end
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if brk==0
[data,C]=calc_parm(R(i),tm,tg,ti,freq,fr,V,opt,0.9); % Calculate electrical parameters
if tune==0
peak_gbw=Zs_opt(data,C,R(i),Zl);%Calculate source impedance effect
[maximum,index]=max(peak_gbw(:,2));
opt_Zs=peak_gbw(index,1);
opt_Zs=220000;
msg=sprintf(’Optimum termination resistance is %g K\Omega’,opt_Zs/1000);
disp(msg)
ZlS=Zl*pi*R(i)^2;% Impedance Data
[bw,gt]=gain_t(data,C,50e6,ZlS,opt_Zs); % Bandwidth Data
msg=sprintf(’Bandwidth starts at %g MHz and ends at %g MHz.’, bw(2)/1e6, bw(3)/1e6);
disp(msg);
end
if tune==1
peak_gbw=Zs_opt(data,C,R(i),Zl);
[maximum,index]=max(peak_gbw(:,2));
opt_Zs=peak_gbw(index,1);
ZlS=Zl*pi*R(i)^2;% Impedance Data
[bw,gt]=gain_t(data,C,50e6,ZlS,opt_Zs); % Bandwidth Data
[maximum,index]=max(gt);
[opt_Zs,opt_L,gbw]=L_opt(data,C,R(i),Zl,data(index,1),opt_Zs);%Calculate source impedance effect
msg=sprintf(’Optimum termination resistance is %g K \Omega’,opt_Zs/1000);
disp(msg)
msg=sprintf(’Required Inductance L=%g uH.’,opt_L*1e18/ceil(opt_Zs/50));
disp(msg)
[bw,gt]=tuned_gain(data,C,50e6,ZlS,opt_Zs,opt_L);
end
[gain,index]=max(gt);
msg=sprintf(’Peak gain is %g dB at %g MHz. where bandwidth is %g MHz.’,gain,data(index,1)/1e6,bw(1)/1e6);
disp(msg)
msg=sprintf(’Fractional Gain Bandwidth product is %g MHz.’,(10^(gain/20))*bw(1)/1e6/fr);
disp(msg)
disp(’**************************************************************’)
gain=max(10.^(gt/20));% Maximum Gain Data
optim(i,1)=R(i);
optim(i,2)=gain*bw(1)/1e6;
optim(i,3)=gain;
optim(i,4)=bw(1)/1e6;
optim(i,5)=bw(2);
optim(i,6)=opt_Zs;
bwd(i,1)=bw(1);
bwd(i,2)=bw(2);
bwd(i,3)=bw(3);
end
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end
E.3 Pulse-echo mode optimization
function optim=optimize_p(R,fr,f,tg,ti,opt,Zl)
%Option 1 is electrode on top
%Option 2 is electrode at the bottom
range=length(R); brk=0; freq=1e3:f:3.36e6*fr;
for i=1:range
pair=calc_pair(fr,R(i),tg,opt);%Calculate device dimensions and Capacitance
V=pair(3);%Collapse voltage
tm=pair(2);%Membrane thickess
if V*0.9 > 900*tg
brk=1;
disp(’BREAKDOWN occurs in this device!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!’);
end
if pair(3)==0
i=range+1;p
brk=1;
end
if brk==0
[data,C]=calc_parm(R(i),tm,tg,ti,freq,fr,V,opt,0.9); % Calculate electrical parameters
[c0, n_dc] = calc_cn(R(i), tm, tg, ti, V, opt, 0.45);%Calculates turns ratio for 0.45*Vcol
ZlS=Zl*pi*R(i)^2*1e-12;
Fout=abs((0.45*V*n_dc).*(ZlS./(data(:,2)-1./(j*2*pi*data(:,1)*c0)+ZlS)));
Pout=Fout/(pi*R(i)^2);
msg=sprintf(’Output Pressure of the transmitter is %g MPa.’,max(Pout));
disp(msg)
peak_gbw=Zs_opt(data,C,R(i),Zl);%Calculate source impedance effect
[maximum,index]=max(peak_gbw(:,2));
opt_Zs=peak_gbw(index,1);
msg=sprintf(’Optimum termination resistance is %g K\Omega’,opt_Zs/1000);
disp(msg)
ZlS=Zl*pi*R(i)^2; % Impedance Data
[bw,gt]=gain_t(data,C,50e6,ZlS,opt_Zs); % Bandwidth Data
g=(10.^(gt/20));
V_rec=Pout.*g;
Ac=V_rec;
[peak,index]=max(Ac);
bw_i=find(Ac>(peak*0.707));
high=data(bw_i(length(bw_i)),1);
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low=data(bw_i(1),1);
bw=(high-low)/1e6;%(MHz)
msg=sprintf(’Peak Conversion gain is %g and banwidth is %g’,peak,bw);
disp(msg)
msg=sprintf(’Figure of Merit is %g’,max(Ac)*bw);
disp(msg)
disp(’***************************************************************************’)
optim(i,1)=R(i);
optim(i,2)=max(Ac)*bw;
optim(i,3)=max(Ac);
optim(i,4)=bw;
optim(i,5)=low;
end
end
E.4 Turns ratio capacitance
% Muhammed N. Senlik - 98027090
% Modified by Selim Olcum. June 2004
% Modified by Selim Olcum. November 2004
% To obtain shunt input capacitance and transformer’s ratio at collapse
% for given membrane radius, thickness, gap height and voltage
% [co, n] = vdc_find(co, thickness, gap height)
function [co, n] = calc_cn(a, tm, tg, ti, V, opt, perc)
n=100; % Number of nodes - superpositions -
V=perc*V; % Operating point is 90% of the collapse Voltage
% Deflection is about 1/4 of the total effective gap
% Define the material properties of silicon nitride
E = 320E3; % Young’s modulus of silicon nitride (nt / m^2)
sigma = 0.263; % Poisson’s ratio of silicon nitride
ers = 5.7; % Relative permittivty of silicon nitride
eps0=8.85E-6; % Permittivity of free space (F / m)
D=E*tm^3/(12*(1-sigma^2));
if opt==1 % Calculation of the effective gap height.
tgeff=tg+ti/5.7+tm/5.7; % Electrode on top
elseif opt==2
tgeff=tg+ti/5.7; % Electrode at the bottom
end
r=1e-6:(a-1e-6)/n:a; %Initilize integrant
b=1e-6:(a-1e-6)/n:a; %initilize position of forces
g=ones(1,n+1)*tgeff; %Initilize the gap effective height
f=zeros(1,n+1); %Initilize forces
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% Calculate CO and n for each mesh size
for k=1:20 %number of iterations
w=zeros(1,n+1);
for j=1:(n+1) %number of superpositions!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Electrode Size
if j==1
f(1)=eps0*V^2*pi*b(j)^2/(2*g(j)^2);
else
f(j)=eps0*V^2*pi*(b(j)^2-b(j-1)^2)/2/g(j)^2;% Calculation of the discrete force at node bj.
end
for i=1:n; %number of nodes to be calculated
if r(i)>b(j);
w(i)=w(i)+f(j)/(8*pi*D)*((a^2-r(i)^2)*(a^2+b(j)^2)/(2*a^2)+(b(j)^2+r(i)^2)*log(r(i)/a));
else
w(i)=w(i)+f(j)/(8*pi*D)*((a^2+r(i)^2)*(a^2-b(j)^2)/(2*a^2)+(b(j)^2+r(i)^2)*log(b(j)/a));
end
end
end
iter(k)=max(w);
g=tgeff-w;
end
for i=1:(n+1)%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Electrode Size
if i==1
co_t(i) = pi*r(i)^2*eps0/g(i);
e_t(i) = V / g(i);
else
co_t(i) = pi*(r(i)^2-r(i-1)^2)*eps0/g(i);
e_t(i) = V/g(i);
end
end
%Here the modification of the fringing fields is made. The radius is
%assumed to be tg larger than its actual value.
co= sum(co_t)+((a+tg)^2-a^2)*pi*eps0*ers/tgeff; n=
sum((e_t+((a+tg)^2-a^2)*pi*eps0*ers/tgeff).*co_t);
E.5 Collapse Voltage
function V=calc_col(a,tm,tg,opt,ti);
n=100; %Number of nodes
pl=0;
Vstr=0;
Vfin=3000;
if opt==1
tgeff=tg+ti/5.7+tm/5.7;
elseif opt==2
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tgeff=tg+ti/5.7;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Constant parameters
E=3.2e5;
sigma=0.263;
eps0=8.85e-6;
D=E*tm^3/(12*(1-sigma^2));
converged=0;
V=(Vfin-Vstr)/2; %Initialize the applied voltage
r=1e-6:(a-1e-6)/n:a; %Initialize integrant
b=1e-6:(a-1e-6)/n:a; %initialize position of forces
g=ones(1,n+1)*tgeff; %Initialize the gap effective height
f=zeros(1,n+1); %Initialize forces
k=0; %Initialize number of iterations
maxold=0; %Initialize maximum deflection
while converged==0
k=k+1; %Update iteration number
w=zeros(1,n+1); %Initialize deflection array
for j=2:(n+1) %number of superpositions!!!!!!!!!!!!! Electrode Size
if j==1 %the force at the center
f(1)=eps0*V^2*pi*b(j)^2/(2*g(j)^2);
else
f(j)=eps0*V^2*pi*(b(j)^2-b(j-1)^2)/2/g(j)^2;%Calculation of the discrete force at node bj.
end
for i=1:n; %number of nodes to be calculated
if r(i)>b(j); %Outer region
w(i)=w(i)+f(j)/(8*pi*D)*((a^2-r(i)^2)*(a^2+b(j)^2)/(2*a^2)+(b(j)^2+r(i)^2)*log(r(i)/a));
else %Inner region
w(i)=w(i)+f(j)/(8*pi*D)*((a^2+r(i)^2)*(a^2-b(j)^2)/(2*a^2)+(b(j)^2+r(i)^2)*log(b(j)/a));
end
end
end
iter(k)=max(w); %Record the maximum deflection
g=tgeff-w; %Update the gap height
if min(g)<=1e-3
Vfin=V; %If it is collapsed decrease the applied voltage
Vn=(V+Vstr)/2;
if pl==1
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(iter,’r*’)
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(diff(iter,2))
msg=sprintf(’Applied Voltage is %d’,V);
title(msg)
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pause
end
V=Vn; %Update the applied Voltage
g=ones(1,n+1)*tgeff; %Initialize the gap effective height
k=0; %Initialize the iteration number
clear iter %Delete the iter array
end
if k>10
err=abs(max(w)-maxold); %Calculate the change the deflection
maxold=max(w); %Update the old maximum deflection
if err<1e-3 %Check if the deflection is converged.
Vstr=V; %If converged change the applied voltage to a larger one.
Vn=(Vfin+V)/2;
if abs(V-Vn)<0.1 %Check if the collapse voltage is found
converged=1; %If the precision is ok. Stop iterations.
end
if pl==1
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(iter,’r*’)
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(diff(iter,2))
msg=sprintf(’Applied Voltage is %d’,V);
title(msg)
pause
end
V=Vn; %Update the applied Voltage
k=0; %Initialize the iteration number
g=ones(1,n+1)*tgeff; %Initialize the gap effective height
clear iter %Delete the iter array
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Check if the membrane is collapsed
elseif max(diff(iter,2))>0
Vfin=V; %If it is collapsed decrease the applied voltage
Vn=(V+Vstr)/2; %
if abs(V-Vn)<0.1 %Check if the collapse voltage is found
converged=1; %If the precision is ok. Stop iterations.
end
if pl==1
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(iter,’r*’)
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(diff(iter,2))
msg=sprintf(’Applied Voltage is %d’,V);
title(msg)
pause
end
V=Vn; %Update the applied Voltage
g=ones(1,n+1)*tgeff; %Initialize the gap effective height
k=0; %Initialize the iteration number
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clear iter %Delete the iter array
end
end
end
E.6 Gain-Bandwidth Product
function gbw=calc_gbw(in,C,Zo,Zs,R,Zl);
% This function takes C in pF, Zo and Zs in Ohms.
% It calculates the Fractional Gain Bandwidth product of a
% particular cMUT with specific source and load impedance
ZlS=Zl*pi*R^2; % Calculate the lumped load impedance. Pa s/m* um^2
[bw,gt]=gain_t(in,C,Zo,ZlS,Zs); % Gain-Bandwidth Data
gbw(1)=max(10.^(gt/20))*bw(1); % Gain bandwidth product
gbw(2)=bw(1); gbw(3)=bw(2);
function gbw=calc_gbwL(in,C,Zo,Zs,R,Zl,L);
% This function takes C in pF, Zo and Zs in Ohms.
% It calculates the Fractional Gain Bandwidth product of a
% particular cMUT with specific source and load impedance
ZlS=Zl*pi*R^2; % Calculate the lumped load impedance.
[bw,gt]=tuned_gain(in,C,Zo,ZlS,Zs,L); % Gain-Bandwidth Data
gbw=(10^(max(gt)/20))*bw(1); % Fractional Gain bandwidth product
E.7 Calculate dimensions
function pair=calc_pair(fr,R,tg,opt);
% This function calculated the device dimensions for a
% specified resonance frequency and gap height
% It displays the results on the screen
% Function has two options.
% The first one is to put the electrode on top
% The second one is to put the electrode at the bottom
% It is modified as it can calculate radius thickness pairs with water
% loading effect included.
% fr is the resonance frequency in Mhz.
pair(1)=R; %The first pair of the parameters is the Radius which is input from the user.
alfa=0; % Alfa is taken to be constant for all cMUT. Since all cMUTs deflects same.
beta=1.8;
rps=(1-(3*pi*alfa/8)^0.714)*R; % Radius of the piston is calculated accordingly.
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Solution for the quadratic relation between the membrane thickness radius
% and frequency.
K=pi*fr^2*1e12*0.931*R^2/(4*3.2e5); mfl=alfa*1000e-18*pi*rps^3;
c(1)=1; c(2)=0; c(3)=-K*beta*3270e-18*pi*R^2; c(4)=-K*mfl;
tm=max(real(roots(c))); pair(2)=tm;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
pair(3)=calc_col(R,tm,tg,opt,0); V=pair(3);
E.8 Electrical Parameters
function [data,C]=calc_parm(R,tm,tg,ti,freq,fr,V,opt,perc);
% This function calculated the electrical parameters of a cMUT
Zm = calc_z(freq, R, tm ); % Calculate the lumped mechanical impedance
%plot(freq,imag(Zm))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Including the water loading effect;
alfa=0; rps=(1-(3*pi*alfa/8)^0.714)*R;
mfl=j*2*pi*freq*pi*rps^3*alfa*1000e-18; Zm=Zm+mfl;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calculate the turns ratio and input capacitance
[C, n] = calc_cn(R, tm, tg, ti, V, opt, perc); data=freq’;
data(:,2)=Zm.’; data(:,3)=n;
E.9 Mechanical Impedance
function [Zm] = calc_z(freq, a, tm)
% Calculates lumped mecahnical impedance of the membrane
% a is the full membrane radius
T=0; press=1; Y0 = 320E3; pois = 0.263; dens =
3270e-18; w = 2 * pi * freq; r = 0;
c = ((Y0 + T) * tm^2)
/ (12 * (1 - pois^2) * dens); d = T / dens; k1 = sqrt((sqrt(d^2 +
4 * c * w.^2) - d) / (2 * c)); k2 = j * sqrt((sqrt(d^2 + 4 * c *
w.^2) + d) / (2 * c));
term1 = besselj(0, k1 * r); term2 = besselj(1, k2 * a);
term3 = besselj(0, k2 * r); term4 = besselj(1, k1 * a);
term5 = besselj(0, k1 * a); term6 = besselj(0, k2 * a);
Zm = j * (w * dens * tm) .* ((a * k1 .* k2 .* (-k2 .* term5 .*
term2 + k1 .* term4 .* term6)) ./ (a * k1 .* k2 .* (-k2 .* term5
.* term2 + k1 .* term4 .* term6) - 2 * (k1.^2 - k2.^2) .* term4 .*
term2));
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Zm = j * imag(Zm) * pi * a^2;% lumped mechanical impedance
E.10 Transducer gain
%Units in this m-file are in uMKS.
function [bw,gt]=gain_t(in,C,z0,ZlS,zs)
z0=z0*1e-12; ZlS=ZlS*1e-12; zs=zs*1e-12;
w=in(:,1); z=in(:,2); n=in(:,3);
Yc=j*2*pi*C*w; z=z+j*(n.^2)./(2*pi*w*C);
a=1./n; b=z./n; c=Yc./n; d=((Yc.*z)./n)+n;
s11=(a+b/z0-c*z0-d)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
s12=2*(a.*d-b.*c)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d); s21=2./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
s22=(-a+b/z0-c*z0+d)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
rl=(ZlS-z0)/(ZlS+z0); rs=(zs-z0)/(zs+z0);
g=((1-(abs(rl))^2).*((abs(s21)).^2).*(1-(abs(rs))^2))./(abs((1-s11*rs).*(1-s22*rl)-s21.*s12*rl*rs)).^2;
gt=10*log10(abs(g));
[peak,index]=max(gt);
bw_i=find(gt>(peak-3)); high=w(bw_i(length(bw_i)));
low=w(bw_i(1));
bw(1)=high-low; bw(2)=low; bw(3)=high;
g=g.^0.5; gt=20*log10(abs(g));
E.11 Inductance Optimization
function [opt_Zs,opt_L,gbw]=L_opt(in,C,R,Zl,fr,opt_Zs)
opt_L=1/(4*pi^2*fr^2*C); gbwerr=1e6; gbw=0; delta=0.01;
deltar=0.001;
nbr=50;% number of data points
nbrr=20; while abs(gbw-gbwerr)/1e6>0.1
gbwerr=gbw;
delta=0.05;
nbr=50;
top1=0;
%************************** Inductance Optimization *******************************************
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Le=log10(opt_L);
start_L=10^(Le*(1-2*delta));
finish_L=10^(Le*(1+2*delta));
inc=(finish_L-start_L)/nbr;
for i=1:nbr+1
L=start_L+inc*(i-1);
gbw=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,opt_Zs,R,Zl,L);%Black curve
peak_gbwL(i,2)=gbw;%Value of Maximum gain bandwidth at specific Source impedance
peak_gbwL(i,1)=L;%Source impedance under test
end
[maximum,index]=max(peak_gbwL(:,2));
opt_L=peak_gbwL(index,1);
%***********************************************************************************************
%************************** Resistance Optimization *******************************************
start_zs=opt_Zs/10;
finish_zs=opt_Zs*10;
while top1==0;
inc=0;
dec=0;
Zs=(start_zs+finish_zs)/2;
Zse=log10(Zs);
gbw=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,Zs,R,Zl,opt_L);
gbwl=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,10^(Zse*(1-delta)),R,Zl,opt_L);
gbwh=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,10^(Zse*(1+delta)),R,Zl,opt_L);
if gbw>gbwh
dec=1;
end
if gbw>gbwl
inc=1;
end
if inc==1 && dec==1
top1=1;
elseif inc==1 && dec==0
start_zs=(start_zs+finish_zs)/2;
elseif inc==0 && dec==1
finish_zs=(start_zs+finish_zs)/2;
else
delta=delta+deltar;
nbr=nbr+nbrr;
disp(’Span range is enlarged’)
end
end
start_zs=10^(Zse*(1-delta));
finish_zs=10^(Zse*(1+delta));
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inc=(finish_zs-start_zs)/nbr;
for i=1:nbr+1
Zs=start_zs+inc*(i-1);
gbw=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,Zs,R,Zl,opt_L);%Black curve
peak_gbw(i,2)=gbw;%Value of Maximum gain bandwidth at specific Source impedance
peak_gbw(i,1)=Zs;%Source impedance under test
end
[maximum,index]=max(peak_gbw(:,2));
opt_Zs=peak_gbw(index,1);
%***********************************************************************************************
gbw=calc_gbwL(in,C,50e6,opt_Zs,R,Zl,opt_L);
end
%First column of peak_bw is the peak gain bandwidth product.
%Second column of peak_bw is the Source impedance value where the gain bandwidth product is maximum
E.12 RS Optimization
function peak_gbw=Zs_opt(in,C,R,Zl)
%Zl is the acoustic impedance of the medium in Pa s/m
%C is in pF, R is in um
global peak_gbw; start=0; finish=5e12; top=0; delta=0.1;
deltar=0.002;
nbr=150;% number of data points
nbrr=50; while top==0;
inc=0;
dec=0;
Zs=(start+finish)/2;
Zse=log10(Zs);
gbwl=calc_gbw(in,C,50e6,10^(Zse*(1-delta)),R,Zl);%Black curve
gbw=calc_gbw(in,C,50e6,Zs,R,Zl);%Black curve
gbwh=calc_gbw(in,C,50e6,10^(Zse*(1+delta)),R,Zl);%Black curve
if gbw(1)>gbwh(1)
dec=1;
end
if gbw(1)>gbwl(1)
inc=1;
end
if inc==1 && dec==1
top=1;
elseif inc==1 && dec==0
start=(start+finish)/2;
elseif inc==0 && dec==1
finish=(start+finish)/2;
elseif gbwl(1)==0 && gbw(1)==0 && gbwh(1)==0
finish=finish/2;
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elseif inc==0 && dec==0
%disp(’Span range is enlarged’)
delta=delta+deltar;
nbr=nbr+nbrr;
%start=start/2;
%finish=finish*2;
end
end
start=10^(Zse*(1-2*delta)); finish=10^(Zse*(1+2*delta));
inc=(finish-start)/nbr; for i=1:nbr+1
Zs=start+inc*(i-1);
gbw=calc_gbw(in,C,50e6,Zs,R,Zl);%Black curve
peak_gbw(i,2)=gbw(1);%Value of Maximum gain bandwidth at specific Source impedance
peak_gbw(i,1)=Zs;%Source impedance under test
peak_gbw(i,3)=gbw(2);
peak_gbw(i,4)=gbw(3);
end
%First column of peak_bw is the peak gain bandwidth product.
%Second column of peak_bw is the Load impedance value where the gain bandwidth product is maximum
E.13 Tuned Transducer Gain
%Units in this m-file are in uMKS.
function [bw,gt]=tuned_gain(in,C,z0,ZlS,zs,L) pl=0;
z0=z0*1e-12; ZlS=ZlS*1e-12; zs=zs*1e-12;
w=in(:,1); z=in(:,2); n=in(:,3);
Yc=j*((2*pi*w).^2*L*C-1)./(2*pi*w*L); z=z+j*(n.^2)./(2*pi*w*C);
a=1./n; b=z./n; c=Yc./n; d=((Yc.*z)./n)+n;
s11=(a+b/z0-c*z0-d)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
s12=2*(a.*d-b.*c)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d); s21=2./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
s22=(-a+b/z0-c*z0+d)./(a+b/z0+c*z0+d);
rl=(ZlS-z0)/(ZlS+z0); rs=(zs-z0)/(zs+z0);
g=((1-(abs(rl))^2).*((abs(s21)).^2).*(1-(abs(rs))^2))./(abs((1-s11*rs).*(1-s22*rl)-s21.*s12*rl*rs)).^2;
gt=10*log10(abs(g));
[peak,index]=max(gt); bw_i=find(gt>(peak-3));
high=w(bw_i(length(bw_i))); low=w(bw_i(1)); bw(1)=high-low;
bw(2)=low; bw(3)=high; g=g.^0.5; gt=20*log10(abs(g));
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